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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to explore the OCC model
as described in [3], called OCC88 in the following, and the more
recent version presented in [2], further called OCC02. On this basis,
we propose a new classification of emotions based on the classes
of procedural situations in which the emotions are elicited. First we
present a formalization of the OCC88 model taken from [4]; then
we propose a first transformation based on the formalization of the
activities. In a second study we present a formalization of the OCC02

model and which is again classified in terms of activities. Finally
both the OCC88 and OCC02 models of emotion are classified in a
new taxonomy which focuses on the nature of the arguments of the
emotions, hence revealing holes in the OCC taxonomy which are
filled with new emotions.

1 THE OCC88 MODEL
The first OCC model was proposed by Ortony et al [3] in 1988. This
model describes a hierarchy that classifies 22 emotions of human
beings, further called ’agents’. Actually, they are defined as 11 emo-
tions composed of a positive pole and a negative pole (e.g. love/hate,
pride/shame. . . ). In this model, refered to as OCC88, emotions are
not intrinsic to the agent (like in a pure mental state of “fear”) but in-
stead are relative to some entities, external to the agent, that trigger
the emotion (Ortony also says that emotions are elicited) in the men-
tal state of the agent. Theses entities are divided into three classes :

• Objects of the world, e.g. other agents or physical entities,
• Actions (and plans) performed by agents in the world,
• Consequences of events in the world, either achieved or consid-

ered as potential (future).

Moreover, an extra class is “compound emotions” that group conse-
quences of events caused by actions performed by agents (cf. below
gratitude/anger).

1.1 A formal model for the OCC88 model
In order to discuss formally the OCC88 model, we use here the
formal representation proposed in [4]. We define the following el-
ements2 :

G = {i, j, . . .} the set of agents
A = {α1, α2, . . .} the set of actions
Π = {π1, π2, . . .} the set of plans
K = {κ1, κ2, . . .} the set of states of the world
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2 In the formalization proposed by [4], objects are restricted to agents.

A plan π ∈ Π is a sequence of actions, such as π = 〈α1;α2;α3〉.
A state κ ∈ K is a conjunction of literals (atomic propositions or
their negation). If κ represents a goal to reach, that goal can thus be
broken up into the set of accomplished subgoals (κ+) and the set
of remaining subgoals (κ−). Since we require goals to be logically
consistent and non empty, we do not consider the empty conjunction.

Moreover, we define E as the set of the 22 emotions from the
OCC88 vocabulary, such as :

E = {gratification, remorse, gratitude, anger, pride, shame,

admiration, reproach, joy, distress, happy-for, resentment,

gloating, pity, hope, fear, satisfaction, disappointment,

relief, fears-confirmed, love, hate}.

We write εi an emotion ε ∈ E felt by the agent i. For each emo-
tion, it is possible to associate a list of elements (x, y. . . ) that have
an impact in the triggering of that emotion, which will be writen as
εi(x, y, . . .). The table 1 displays this information for the 22 emo-
tions of OCC88.

Table 1. Emotion triggering fluents for OCC88 emotions, according to [4]

Positive emotions Negative emotions

gratificationi(α, κ) remorsei(α, κ)
gratitudei(j, α, κ) angeri(j, α, κ)
pridei(α) shamei(α)
admirationi(j, α) reproachi(j, α)
joyi(κ) distressi(κ)
happy-fori(j, κ) resentmenti(j, κ)
gloatingi(j, κ) pityi(j, κ)
hopei(π, κ) feari(π, κ)
satisfactioni(π, κ) disappointmenti(π, κ)
reliefi(π,¬κ) fears-confirmedi(π,¬κ)
lovei(j) hatei(j)

1.2 Transformation of the notation
We can classify the 11 bivalent OCC88 emotions according to the
structure of the list of triggering arguments, distinguishing:

• Mono-arguments: α, π, i, κ
• Bi-arguments: (α, κ), (j, α), (j, κ), (π, κ)
• Tri-arguments (compound emotions): (j, α, κ)

Among those, we can distinguish two main cases:

1. intrinsic emotional reactions: when the only agent involved is the
agent i itself,



2. relational emotional reactions: when there is agent i and a second
agent j involved3.

We define the following notations:

arg 7→ ±ε the argument triggers a positive/negative emotion
κ(i) agent i experiences the currently holding state κ
i(α) agent i executes action α
i(α|π) agent i executes action α or plan π
exec⇒ κ the execution entailed state κ to hold

exec
?⇒ κ the execution may entail state κ to hold in the future

i ≺· arg agent i reacts emotionally to a considered argument

With these notations, we can rewrite the definition of the OCC88

emotions according to table 2.

1.3 Remarks
With these formal notations of the 22 OCC88 emotions, we can make
some remarks:

1. Plans are introduced as sequences of actions, but partially
achieved plans are not used to define the emotions so we can deal
only with plans and consider actions as singletons: α1 = π1 =
〈α1〉.

2. The OCC88 model deals mainly with achieved consequences of
agents’ actions/plans. The exception is the fear/hope emotion cou-
ple where consequences of agents’ actions/plans are envisioned as
potential steps. This is probably due to the fact that the OCC88

model considers the triggering of emotions from achieved events
in the world.

3. When we consider the expression i(α) 7→ ±ε which triggers
shame/pride, a question arises about the actual object that triggers
the emotion: a) as defined in [4], it can be the action itself α1, or,
alternatively, it can be the state κ in which the agent stands after
having executed the action done (α1). One can consider that these
options are either equivalent or not significant; then it is possible
to rewrite the expression as (i(α)⇒ κ) 7→ ±ε.

4. Now if we consider for example the emotion ε = anger, we can
note that the agent i experiences this emotion in three ways:

• angeri() means that agent i experiences pure anger;

• angeri(x) means that agent i experiences anger about an ob-
ject x (agent, thing, concept);

• angeri(x, r) means that agent i experiences anger about x for
the reason r (cause, consequence).

One can debate whether pure anger is relevant beyond express-
ing a pure bodily arousal without any ongoing cognitive process.
In that case, emotions are defined in terms of two arguments: an
object and a reason.

2 THE OCC02 MODEL
2.1 Presentation
The OCC02 model was proposed by Ortony in [2]. This classifica-
tion is quite informal but is more systematic and fixes some of the
problems of the first version, as stated by Ortony himself: “. . . I think
we might want to consolidate some of our categories of emotions.
So, instead of the rather cumbersome (and to some degree arbitrary)

3 In [4], at most two agents i and j can be involved.

analysis we proposed in 1988, I think it worth considering collapsing
some of the original categories down to five distinct positive and five
negative specializations of two basic types of affective reactions –
positive and negative ones . . . ”. That updated classification is shown
in table 3, where the first entry in each group of six is the undifferen-
tiated (positive or negative) reaction, and the remaining five entries
are specializations : the first pair (2-3) is goal-based, the second (4-5)
is standards-based and the last (6) is taste-based.

2.2 A formal model for the OCC02 model
2.2.1 Notations

Transitions: We define a transition as a 3-tuple τ = 〈π, i, κ〉
where π ∈ Π, i ∈ G, κ ∈ K and we use the notation τ : πi ⇒ κ
which means that the agent i executes a plan (or action) π resulting
in state κ to hold.
We distinguish two situations, according to the position of the tran-
sition τ from the point of view of the agent i:

• τ/i 7→ εi means that the transition τ has been achieved, and fol-
lowing that execution, the agent i experiences the emotion ε,

• τ\i 7→ εi means that the agent i envisions the possibility that tran-
sition might be executed in the future and, henceforce, experiences
the emotion ε.

Plans: The same way we note πi a plan executed by the agent i,
we write π∗ a plan executed by any agent.

States: We note κj+ (resp. κj−) the fact that the state κ holds and
is evaluated (by i) as good (resp. bad) for j. We note ¬κ the fact that
the state κ doesn’t hold.

Emotions: We note:

• εi the fact that emotion ε is experienced by the agent i,
• εi(a) the fact that emotion ε is experienced by the agent i and

refers to the argument a,
• ε|ε′ an alternative between two emotions ε and ε′.

2.2.2 Formal transcription of OCC02

The six cases are described in our formal notation in table 4, each
of the 12 lines corresponding to one from the table 3 (written as
[number]valence, e.g. 4+ for “a self-initiated praiseworthy act”). We
also associate to them the 22 emotion names taken from OCC88.

We see that the use of that notation to describe situations where
emotions shall be triggered can’t be completely matched with the
emotions from OCC88 or OCC02. For instance, compared to OCC88

formalization, we see that anger ends up appearing in two situations
(as angeri and angeri(j)), admiration is not directly opposed to re-
proach, gloating and pity are together as a possible reaction to a same
situation, etc.

2.3 A new ontology of emotions
2.3.1 Argument-oriented redefinition of emotions

Moreover, concerning πj 6=i situations, the agent i experiences emo-
tion εi about the other aget j as the prioritary argument. This raises
a question about the arguments of the other emotions, and thus lead
us to propose a new redefined set of emotions, according to their
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Table 2. Rewritten OCC88 emotions for an agent i

Intrinsic reactions Relational reactions (i 6= j)

Description Emotions Description Emotions

− + − +

– – – i ≺· j 7→ ±ε hatei lovei

i(α) 7→ ±ε shamei pridei i ≺· j(α) 7→ ±ε reproachi admirationi

κ(i) 7→ ±ε distressi joyi i ≺· κ(j) 7→ ±ε resentmenti happy-fori
pityi gloatingi

(i(α)⇒ κ) 7→ ±ε remorsei gratificationi (i ≺· j(α)⇒ κ) 7→ ±ε angeri gratitudei

(i(π)⇒ κ) 7→ ±ε disappointmenti satisfactioni

(i(π)⇒ ¬κ) 7→ ±ε fears-confirmedi reliefi“
i(α|π)

?⇒ κ
”
7→ ±ε feari hopei – – –

Table 3. Five specializations of generalized good and bad feelings (by [2] , collapsed from [3])

Positive reactions Negative reactions

No Cause Examples Cause Examples

1 something good happened joy, happiness something bad happened distress, sadness
2 the possibility of something good happening hope the possibility of something bad happening fear
3 a feared bad thing didn’t happen relief a hoped-for good thing didn’t happen disappointment
4 a self-initiated praiseworthy act pride, gratification a self-initiated blameworthy act remorse, self-anger, shame
5 an other-initiated praiseworthy act gratitude, admiration an other-initiated blameworthy act anger, reproach
6 someone/thing is found appealing/attractive love, like someone/thing is found unappealing/unattractive hate, dislike

Table 4. Formal representation of situations and corresponding emotion and cases in OCC88 and OCC02

Formal notation of a situation Emotion in OCC88 Case in OCC02

π∗ ⇒ κi+/i 7→ joyi 1+

π∗ ⇒ κi−/i 7→ distressi 1−

πi ⇒ κi+/i 7→ pridei| satisfactioni| gratificationi 4+

πi ⇒ κi−/i 7→ angeri| fears-confirmedi| shamei| remorsei 4−

πi ⇒ ¬(κi+)/i 7→ disappointmenti 3−

πi ⇒ ¬(κi−)/i 7→ reliefi 3+

πj 6=i ⇒ κi+/i 7→ gratitudei(j) 5+

πj 6=i ⇒ κi−/i 7→ angeri(j)| reproachi(j) 5−

πj 6=i ⇒ κj+/i 7→ happy-fori(j)| admirationi(j)| resenti(j) 5+

πj 6=i ⇒ κj−/i 7→ pityi(j)| gloatingi(j) 5−

π∗ ⇒ κi+\i 7→ hopei 2+

π∗ ⇒ κi−\i 7→ feari 2+

x/i 7→ lovei(x)| hatei(x) 6+|6−
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arguments. We now use the notation εi(x) to mean that agent i ex-
periences emotion ε “directed in priority towards” the argument x.
In the list below, emotions written in bold are created to fill the gaps
appearing in OCC88 and OCC02 with this new way to consider the
emotions. We thus have :

1. emotions with x = object | (agent j 6= i) | concept:
+ lovei(x) − hatei(x)

2. emotions with x = (agent j 6= i):
+ admirationi(j) − despecti(j)
+ gratefulnessi(j) − ungratefulnessi(j)
+ friendlinessi(j) − angeri(j)
+ congratulationi(j) − reproachi(j)
+ happiness-fori(j) − resentmenti(j)
+ gloatingi(j) − pityi(j)

3. emotions with x = agent i:
+ admirationi(i) − despecti(i)
→ pridei → shamei

+ gratefulnessi(i) − ungratefulnessi(i)

→ ∅ → ∅
+ friendlinessi(i) − angeri(i)
→ ∅ → self-angeri

+ congratulationi(i) − reproachi(i)

→ gratificationi → remorsei

+ happiness-fori(i) − resentmenti(i)
→ self-satisfactioni → ∅

+ gloatingi(i) − pityi(i)

→ self-deprecation → self-pity

4. emotions with x = τ |¬τ :
+ hopei(τ) − feari(τ)
+ reliefi(¬τ) − fears-confirmedi(τ)
+ expectationi(τ) − surprisei(τ)

5. emotions with x = ∅|Ω (Ω = everything):
+ joyi() − distressi()

We can make a few remarks about that list :

• Here emotions are considered as mental attitudes directed towards
an object (an argument), which makes that joy and distress can be
viewed as attitudes towards nothing in particular.

• Among the added emotions, we can mention the surprise and the
despise (judging something shameful or disgusting), which are
parts of the five primary emotions considered by Ekman [1] as
universal in terms of facial expression. The three other ones (joy,
anger and fear) were already in the OCC88 list.

• Expectation and surprise are opposed but can’t be really given a
valence like the other emotions.

• Disappointment is not the equivalent of resentment of i towards
itself and is the only one of the 22 emotions from OCC88 that
doesn’t appear at all here (and should maybe be added).

2.3.2 Classes of mental attitudes towards an object

From the previous list, we can, as Ortony did between OCC88 and
OCC02, try to collapse our list of emotions into main classes of men-
tal attitudes. We thus define 7 classes of mental attitudes towards an
object (written in upper case):

+ HAPPYi() − SADi() 1 agent
+ LIKEi(x) − DISLIKEi(x) 2 agents

friendlyi(j) angryi(i|j)
lovei(i|j) hatei(i|j)

+ SYMPATHYi(x) − ANTIPATHYi(x) 2 agents
happy-fori(j) resenti(j)
self-satisfactioni ∅
pityi(j) gloatingi(j)

self-deprecationi ∅
self-pityi ∅

+ PRAISEi(x) − DESPISEi(x) 2 agents
admirationi(j) reproachi(j)

pridei shamei

gratificationi remorsei

+ THANKFULi(x) − UNGRATEFULi(x) 2 agents
+ HOPEi(x) − FEARi(x) 1 thing

reliefi(x) fears-confirmedi(x)

+ EXPECTi(x) − SURPRISEi(x) 1 thing

Note : the name of emotions aren’t exactly corresponding to the ones
in the previous list.

3 CONCLUSION
In this work we have explored the OCC88 and OCC02 models from
the point of view of the procedural situation in which the emotions
are elicited. then we have made another classification which focuses
on the nature of the arguments of the emotions. this has resulting
in a proposition of a taxonomy of emotions based on 7 groups of
bivalents emotions.
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